A systematic distance-dependent measurement of the quasistatic tip-sample interactions reveals a hidden stochastic dissipative interaction of the atomic-scale contact in dynamic force microscopy. By comparison of experiment with detailed molecular dynamics simulations, we demonstrate that the infrequently observed hysteresis loops are attributed to the formation of atomic chains during tip retraction. These lead to a large magnitude of energy dissipation in a single cycle and dominate the average measured dissipation, while also leading to differences in the forces measured in static and dynamic force microscopy. This paper provides quantitative force measurements and insights into atomic-scale dissipation processes.
with the spatial resolution in damping often higher than that in topography (see Ref. 7 and references therein). Although the details are far from understood, the high resolution demonstrates that atomic-scale processes induced by the tipsurface interaction dominate dissipation. When the tip apex comes close to the sample surface, deformations of the tip and sample 8 and jumps of atoms between the tip and sample 9, 10 lead to a hysteresis loop of the tip-sample interaction force in the approach-retract cycle of a cantilever oscillation. 11, 12 In order to gain detailed insight into the tip-sample interaction forces and the resultant dissipation, it would be very beneficial to make observations over a single oscillation cycle. However, in DFM, the dissipation energy is generally detected via a shift of the excitation ac voltage applied to the piezoactuator to keep a constant oscillation amplitude of the cantilever. 5, 13 Due to the narrow measurement bandwidth of the amplitude feedback controller (typically ≈100 Hz), the measured energy loss per oscillation cycle is averaged over many cycles ( 100). Although dynamic force spectroscopy (DFS) 14 allows measurements of force and dissipation curves over fixed positions, measurements of individual curves in one oscillation cycle are inherently impossible because of the stochastic nature of the dissipative tip-sample interaction with a finite oscillation amplitude. In contrast, static force spectroscopy (SFS) can directly measure the individual force field upon approach and retraction via the cantilever deflection. [15] [16] [17] This technique is widely used for studying adhesion forces on nanometer-scale objects 18 and mechanical properties of biomolecular strings. 19 Contrary to such large systems, dissipative processes on clean and dry surfaces are usually very fast (THz), so that no significant time dependence should exist. As far as we know, a systematic measurement of the atomic-scale interaction with SFS has not been performed.
Here, we report the stochastic tip-sample interaction process by a large number of systematic SFS measurements. We found that infrequently formed atomic chains between the tip and sample give rise to a sudden increase of the dissipation energy in DFM, and the dynamic force extracted via the frequency shift differs significantly from the quasistatic force. This is a critical result for quantitative force spectroscopy, and provides a measurement of accurate tip-surface forces. Furthermore, the comparison of experiment and theory provides a detailed description of the atomic processes occurring at contact and insights into their role in energy dissipation.
II. METHODS

A. Experiment
A systematic comparison of SFS and DFS measurements was performed on a clean NaCl(001) surface by our homebuilt ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) atomic force microscope, operating at room temperature. 20 The stiff Si cantilever (Nanosensor NCL-PPP) was annealed in UHV and sequentially sputtered with Ar + to clean the tip apex. Before the spectroscopic measurement, the tip was indented into the NaCl surface in order to pick up a NaCl cluster. We performed a SFS measurement at an image maximum (see Fig. 4 ), where the tip-sample relative position was precisely adjusted with atom-tracked tip positioning before each spectroscopic measurement.
In order to perform systematic distance-dependent measurements of the quasistatic cantilever deflection by SFS and the frequency shift by DFS at room temperature, we designed a complex automated process. This required the management of the scanning parameters in the force microscopy controller by an external computer (Nanonis: SPMCS-PI4). First, the tipsample relative XY Z position was adjusted by atom-tracked tip positioning [21] [22] [23] implemented in DFM with an oscillation amplitude of 1 nm and a frequency shift of −50 Hz. Then, the tip-sample distance feedback was turned off, and the phase and amplitude controllers in the phase-locked loop (PLL) circuit for the cantilever self-oscillation were sequentially switched off. Subsequently, the ac excitation voltage to the 115415-1 1098-0121/2011/84(11)/115415 (9) ©2011 American Physical Society dither piezoactuator for the cantilever excitation was set to 0 V. After the amplitude decreases to the level of the thermal oscillation amplitude, the sample surface was approached toward the tip apex by an oscillation amplitude of 1 nm. Since the cantilever is mounted with a tilt angle of ≈13 • in our system, the sample was also moved by 230 pm in the Y direction. Then, the distance dependence of the quasistatic cantilever deflection z def , with a z sweep distance of 2 nm and a certain different initial z distance z ini , was measured. 24 The sample was retracted by 1.5 nm, and the amplitude and phase controllers in the PLL circuit as well as the tip-sample z feedback were sequentially turned on. z ini was changed from 2.27 to 1.67 nm with a step of 30 pm (21 curves).
These 21 approach-retract sweeps with different z ini were repeated 100 times. Each SFS measurement took ≈13 s and the total measurement took 792 min. In order to perform reliable switches between dynamic and static modes, the small oscillation amplitude used in atom-tracked tip positioning is mandatory due to a small but critical error of the amplitude calibration. Therefore, the second flexural mode of a silicon cantilever was used in order to realize the small amplitude DFS measurement with high effective stiffness. 25, 26 Moreover, the high resonance frequency of ≈1 MHz shortens the duration of the amplitude drop after switching off the ac excitation voltage to the dither piezoactuator. 27 The effective spring constant k 2nd of the second mode (1624 N/m) was calibrated by bimodal DFS with equal amplitudes of the first and second flexural modes (A 1st = A 2nd = 10 nm). 28 The static stiffness of the cantilever k 0 was calibrated via the first resonance frequency. k 0 of 27.7 N/m was high enough to prevent cantilever jumpinto-contact instabilities.
The vertical force was calculated as F = −k 0 z def and the relative cantilever support-sample distance z s was rescaled to the relative tip apex-sample distance by z c = z s − z def . The origin of the tip-sample z distance is defined at a distance which was adjusted by atom-tracked tip positioning with a frequency shift f 2nd of −50 Hz and A 2nd of 1 nm.
B. Theory
Simulation details
Simulations are carried out using our molecular dynamics software, CUstiC (CUDA Atomistic Code), 29, 30 that integrates the equation of motion for a system of ions using the Leapfrog algorithm with a time step of 1 fs. The analytical expressions for interatomic forces can be found by deriving the total energy with respect to atomic coordinates, and are implemented in our code so that the evaluation is performed on the graphics processing unit (GPU). This is the most expensive operation and is performed on the GPU in order to take advantage of its massively parallel architecture, which gives more than 100-fold speedup compared to a normal CPU implementation of the same algorithm.
The total potential energy of the system can be written as
where q i are the ion charges, r ij is the distance between ionic pairs and A ij , B ij , and ρ ij are parameters defined for 31 The parameters for all ionic pairs were obtained from previous studies [32] [33] [34] and are listed in Tables I and II. The software is specifically designed to simulate a system consisting of a surface and an atomic force microscopy (AFM) tip, and to mimic the motion of the tip in a real AFM experiment. In this particular case the tip was forced to oscillate harmonically above the surface as in a DFM/DFS experiment: The oscillation amplitude was set to match the experimental value of 1 nm, but the frequency was increased to 100 MHz in order to reduce the simulation time and make it affordable. We believe this choice does not have a big impact on the results since, even though the simulated tip moves 100 times faster than the real one, it is still four orders of magnitude slower than the vibrational frequencies of the system (THz regime) that determine the details of the atomic motion. To check this assumption we performed several simulations with oscillation frequencies ranging from 100 GHz to 100 MHz, but we could not see any significant difference in the results obtained below 500 MHz. All our simulations are carried out with the thermostats set at 300 K.
While the simulation runs, the tip is gradually displaced vertically, following the harmonic oscillation, and the forces acting on the atoms in the tip are recorded at every step, averaged out over 1000 steps (i.e., 1 ps) and printed in the output. This way we can obtain the force curves for the approach and retract phases, and the dissipated energy during the cycle E d can be obtained as where F is the total force on the tip and the integration runs through the oscillation cycle. This is effectively calculated using the trapezoidal integration rule. The choice of printing the average value of the total force every 1000 steps allows us to see fast changes in the tip. It should be noted that the total force on the tip contains only contributions from the atoms in the system, but long-range, background, van der Waals interactions between the macroscopic tip and the sample are excluded. The tip has a virtual point (called marker) attached to it that moves with the tip holder during the harmonic oscillation, and is used to define the tip-sample distance; all our tips (see the next section for details) have the marker in the average position of the apex atom calculated after relaxing the tip in vacuum. The tip-sample distance calculated in this way is then shifted by a constant offset in order to obtain the best agreement between the simulated dissipation and experimental data. The optimal offset was found to be 0.45 nm.
The software initializes several copies of the system with different random initial velocities drawn from the MaxwellBoltzmann distribution and then performs the simulation for every copy at the same time. This is the same as repeating the simulation to gather better statistics, but we do it simultaneously to exploit the full potential of the GPU. Only the lower half of the cycle is simulated in order to further reduce the simulation time.
Model system
The simulated system consists of a NaCl slab of size 10 × 10 × 4 atoms (Fig. 1) ; since there are no periodic boundary conditions, the lower atomic layer and all atoms on the edge of the slab were frozen. The one next to the last atomic layer and all the atoms adjacent to the frozen edges are strongly coupled to a Berendsen thermostat. All the other atoms are treated as Newtonian, with no thermostat directly applied. This way the thermostat does not introduce any artificial feature in the region of interest where the tip interacts with the surface and it prevents any possible collective oscillation from being reflected by the frozen edge. The choice of the tip is more critical and we had to test several options before being able to reproduce the experimental behavior. The base topology for the tip consists of a 4 × 4 × 4 atoms cube: Since the real tip is indented in the NaCl surface, it is reasonable to start with a crystalline NaCl cube rotated in order to expose one corner to the surface. The three faces pointing upward are extended with one atomic layer coupled to the thermostat, and one more atomic layer of fixed atoms: 35 These extensions can be regarded as the tip holder since they do not interact strongly with the surface and are necessary to preserve the symmetry of the model tip (Fig. 1) . This ideal tip gives a very small hysteresis, leading to 5 meV/cycle at most, as it is very stable and no evident tip change was seen. We tested a series of tips built using this one as a starting point, introducing vacancies and impurities, and although in some cases we could calculate higher dissipation, these tips often led to surface decoration; the average energy dissipation was always smaller than the experimental one.
Finally, we started building the tip following a procedure similar to the experiment itself. We start from an ideal MgO tip [ Fig. 2(a) ], with the same shape as the one in Fig. 1 . The four bottom layers are cut and several atoms were removed at random in the middle of the resulting cluster: this models a rough, polar, oxidized tip. The tip is made to oscillate close to a NaCl slab 10 × 10 × 6 atoms wide, so that it will be pushed deep into the slab to simulate the indentation process [ Fig. 2(b) ] happening at the beginning of the experiment. After retraction, Figure 3 shows several examples of quasistatic vertical interaction force curves in approach-retract cycles measured via the cantilever deflection signal z def at six different z ini . While the closest tip-sample z distance (=z ini − 2 nm − z def ) in one approach-retract cycle becomes smaller, the magnitude of the tip-sample attractive force increases, and a hysteresis loop appears. The large attractive tip-sample interaction gives rise to deformations of the tip apex and/or sample. It is worth noting that an instability of the tip apex is more likely to happen than a cantilever jump-into-contact event.
III. RESULTS
A. Experiment
Distance dependence of the quasistatic cantilever deflection
Figure 4(a) shows a series of example quasistatic vertical interaction approach and retraction force curves measured via SFS for different z ini . Across the 100 measurements at each z ini , we observed that the force measured is highly stochastic, with significant variation in the approach and retraction curves. The area of the hysteresis loop in one SFS approach-retraction cycle corresponds to a certain energy loss or dissipation (E d ). 17 Most often, the approach and retraction force curves have a similar character and the measured dissipation clusters around zero. However, every so often there are spikes in the dissipation where an order of magnitude increase in energy dissipated per cycle is seen-these spikes are relatively rare, but dominate the average dissipation per cycle (Ē d ). The magnitude of these spikes and their frequency increases as the tip approaches closer to the surface. In order to show the character of the hysteresis, Fig. 4(b) shows a series of approach and retraction curves from z ini = 1.67 nm. This is an extreme example at closest approach, but it demonstrates the character of the differences in approach and retraction that are responsible for the measured dissipation.
Distinct frequency shift
If one sweep in the SFS measurement is regarded as one oscillation cycle of the cantilever, the corresponding frequency shift f can be calculated via the measured approach-retract force curve as
where f is the resonance frequency, k the stiffness, A the amplitude,F the tip-sample quasistatic force averaged over approach and retract, and z 0 the equilibrium tip-sample distance. 36 The parameters for the calculation were taken from those of DFS (f = 975 673 Hz, k = 1624 N/m, A = 1 nm). Figure 5 summarizes the histograms of the calculated f for the different z ini . Assuming that the atomic processes causing the tip change are much faster than both one SFS sweep (≈13 s) and a DFM oscillation cycle (1 μs), they are effectively
Nr. curve 10 20 Nr. curve time independent at the experimental scale and the histograms in Fig. 5 correspond to the f spectrum of the oscillating cantilever in DFM.
The f averaged over 100 curves corresponds to the measured f at z 0 (=z ini − A −¯ z def /2), where¯ z def is the time-averaged cantilever deflection over one sweep and can be calculated as
Since the fluctuation of the stochastic tip-sample interaction force in one cantilever sweep modulates the magnitude of the time-averaged cantilever deflection, the determination of averaged z 0 in the SFS measurement is not a trivial issue. Moreover, the tip-sample interaction force is detected via the cantilever deflection-the closest tip-sample distance in one sweep is not constant. Hence z 0 is further modulated by the stochastic tip-sample interaction. Therefore, the f calculated via the quasistatic force is, strictly speaking, influenced by the increased tip-sample attractive force at the turning point closer to the sample surface by z def . Since in the measurement the Z scanner controls the cantilever support-sample distance, and not directly the tip-sample distance, and z def is changed by the stochastic tip-sample interaction, we have to take care in the definition of closest approach in this discussion. Specifically, z def for calculations of f via theF force upon approach and retraction in Fig. 12 was taken as an average from 100 curves. The difference due to the definition of the closest approached tip-sample distance appears when significant dissipative interaction is present.
Distinct dissipation energy
The area of the hysteresis loop of one approach-retraction cycle corresponds to the energy dissipated in that cycle, and can be calculated as
where F app and F ret are the approach and retraction force curves, respectively. Figure 6 summarizes the histograms of the E d calculated from SFS force curves, for the different z ini . Contrary to the histograms of f (Fig. 5) , the standard deviation of E d is large even at large tip-sample separation. This is due to the process of the numerical treatment, and the calculation of E d suffers from low-frequency noise due to the subtraction between F app and F ret , while the calculation of f smoothens out the noise by the integration. Some loops with high-energy dissipation were detected at close approach (z ini < 1.76 nm) and are highlighted in the plots by the green (light gray) area. The unusually large hysteresis area in these loops is caused by major tip changes. Figure 7 shows the mean energy dissipationĒ d calculated from the histograms, including and excluding the curves with highly dissipative loops. Although the number of the curves with big tip change features is small, the overallĒ d increases by a factor of 2 at the smallest tip-sample separation.
B. Simulations
We simulated several consecutive DFS loops using the tip obtained through indentation, and we repeated the simulation with different approach distances: in all cases, at least 20 consecutive loops were performed, although a few simulations were continued longer to investigate tip degradation. Figure 8 summarizes the energy dissipation calculated at an approach distance of z = 0 nm; while the simulations at other approach distances were performed only for 20 consecutive cycles, this one in particular was let go until 43 cycles were computed. It can be seen from the trend of the average energy dissipation that our tip tends to become more stable as the simulation time passes. While some of the first ten cycles form a chain, almost none do so after 30 cycles. From the snapshot of the tip in Fig. 8 we can see how the initially disordered NaCl nanocluster at the end of the tip is now reconstructed in a crystalline lattice, quite similar to the one of the ideal NaCl tip in Fig. 1 . This happens because after approach, an atomic 115415-5 (a) (b) (c) chain can diffuse from the tip, and the few atoms pulled out are already a considerable amount of material for the small NaCl nanocluster. When the chain breaks, most of the apex atoms are in an undercoordinated state, and the whole nanocluster can access a more stable state. A larger tip, with a bigger NaCl nanocluster, would be able to give longer chains, and have many more metastable states so that the crystalline phase would be less accessible regardless of the number of cycles. Figure 9 shows histograms of the energy dissipation calculated at different approach distances (0.1, 0.15, and 0.2 nm) in the first 20 loops; at higher distances there are less cycles with high-energy dissipation, less chains are formed, and the average dissipation is lower (see Fig. 11 ). As the tip oscillates closer to the surface, more chains can be pulled from the tip, thus increasing the overall dissipation, in agreement with the experiment. When the tip-sample distance is further reduced, we calculate force curves exhibiting the typical behavior of indentation measurements and the dissipation increases even more. Figure 10 shows the results of such a simulation. The NaCl nanocluster in the tip apex is pushed against the surface so that more atoms are effectively interacting with the surface; as the tip retracts, the adhesion causes a large hysteresis area between −0.25 and 0.05 nm, giving a dissipation of 0.556 eV: After this point a chain is formed, dissipating another 0.71 eV. While this adhesive process is present in all the simulated cycles (it is less intense after tip degradation), the chain formation process is still stochastic, although it is more likely to occur in this range of distances due to the strong tip-surface interaction.
The series of force curves is plotted in Fig. 11 , along with the calculatedĒ d for the whole cycle: The fact that we see several different shapes reflects the stochastic nature of the process seen in the SFS experiment and also reproduces the wide hysteresis loops seen in experiments. The atomic trajectories from the simulations show that these highly dissipative events are due to the formation of atomic chains (Fig. 11 inset) and that longer chains are responsible for higher dissipation, e.g., see the last two force curves in Fig. 11 . The shape of the hysteresis loops is similar in character to that observed during soft indentation into metal surfaces and the associated formation of atomic chains. 37, 38 A similar phenomenon, although with a different mechanism, has been suggested theoretically for ionic materials. 39 When the whole dataset of recorded cycles is considered, although there are loops dissipating up to 0.7 eV when the longest chain is formed, these are effectively a small subset in the many simulated loops, while most loops present smaller chains (one or two atoms long) or no chain at all, thus the average dissipation is lower. Formation of long, highly dissipative chains is a rare event, as in the experimental results. The simulations also point out that the chain is made entirely from the Na and Cl atoms in the tip's nanocluster, and, in 115415-7 agreement with experimental observations, when the chain breaks, every atom returns to the tip (in 99.97% of cases), leaving the surface clean. Figure 12(a) shows the average of each set of 100 SFS curves for every z ini upon approach (F app ) and retraction (F ret ). Note that all the approach curves are very similar, indicating that the dissipative process occurs after closest approach and there are no significant tip changes that survive a full approach-retraction cycle. Combined with the stability of the atom tracking during the measurement and the lack of surface modification seen in atomically resolved DFM images, this implies that the dissipative processes occur during the initial stages of retraction and mainly involve atoms in the tip. Note that although the hysteresis in approach and retraction forces was pointed out theoretically as an origin of dissipated energy, 11, 12, 40 this time the curves have been extracted experimentally-the stochastic nature of the hysteresis loop means that the average curves given by DFS hide many of the details of the individual cycles provided by SFS. Figure 12 (b) shows a comparison of the total average force measured in SFS and DFS. Here we see the inherent limitation in DFM-at very close approach we see the onset of instabilities and a high probability of a tip crash. In order to compare the SFS and DFS measurements over the full distance range, we combined the measured f 2nd from DFS with the predicted f 2nd for the measured SFS forces to give a virtual dynamic force curve from the SFS data. 41 At relatively large tip-sample separations, where average dissipation is small, the three distance-dependent curves have similar characteristics. However, at small tip-sample separations, the extracted dynamic force varies significantly from the measured static force. This phenomenon shows that the dynamic force is affected by the dissipative tip-sample interaction and this may be important at much larger tip-surface distances in more dissipative systems.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
In Fig. 12(c) , the measuredĒ d in SFS and DFS is compared. As discussed earlier, in SFSĒ d is calculated from the hysteresis of the approach and retraction force curves. In DFS, the average energy loss per one oscillation cycle is obtained asĒ d ≈ E 0 (A exc − A exc,0 )/A exc,0 , where E 0 is the intrinsic loss of energy per oscillation cycle in the cantilever, and A exc and A exc,0 are the damped and undamped excitation amplitudes respectively. 5 The magnitude ofĒ d measured in DFS was significantly larger than that in SFS in the z range of the DFS measurement. Since E d , measured with the same tip at the same atomic site with a smaller A 2nd of 0.5 nm, shows a comparable characteristic curve, the reason for the inconsistency is not related to electrostatic interactions.
Repeating the simulation with different approach distances, we obtained the distance dependence ofĒ d , plotted in Fig. 12(c) , in quantitative agreement with both experimental results. Both SFS measurements and simulations approach significantly closer to the surface than the DFS measurements, and both give a rapid increase in dissipation. The simulations show that the tip is now indenting the surface, and the resulting large displacements of surface atoms combined with increased chance of chain formation produce higher dissipation-the large instabilities at such a close approach make conventional DFS impossible. The formation of chains also gives a likely explanation for the differences inĒ d measured in DFS and SFS. For DFS, an individual point at a certain z distance is recorded in 12 ms and the cantilever (frequency of 1 MHz) oscillates for 12 000 cycles. The simulations are an average over 400 cycles, while the SFS is averaged over 100 sweeps. The comparison of SFS, DFS, and simulations clearly shows how increased statistics gives better sampling and raisesĒ d as more dissipation spikes are included.
Out of the several tips we tested, this was the only NaClbased tip that could show the same dissipation processes seen in the SFS experiment. More idealistic NaCl tip models give little dissipation and oxide-based models caused irreversible tip changes. Note that the differences in absolute magnitude of calculated and measured dissipation in a single cycle are due to differences between the model tip and experimental reality. First, we know very little about the atomic structure of the tip, save that it is NaCl based and the model can only represent a best guess. Second, the computational expense scales dramatically with the system size, and we are restricted to relatively small tip sizes if we wish to obtain good statistics-this limits our capability to model the extensive atomic processes at a very close approach and the resulting long chains. Effectively this means that chains form more often in the simulations, but are shorter on average-the longest length of the chain estimated from measurements was ≈1.8 nm [estimated from Fig. 4(b) ], whereas the maximum in simulations was ≈1.0 nm. Nevertheless, the qualitative agreement in the hysteresis in forces and the quantitative agreement inĒ d shows that the simulations capture the key atomic processes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the atomic-scale interaction by a systematic static force spectroscopic measurement. The extracted "dynamic force" differs from the "quasistatic force" due to the stochastic dissipative tip-sample interaction. In general, this provides a standard for accurate tip-surface interaction measurements, particularly in systems where significant dissipation can be expected. 23, 42 Furthermore, the agreement between experiments and simulations demonstrates that atomic chain formation is a rare but key process that produces a dissipation spike and dominates the average energy dissipation. This is a key step toward a complete understanding of atomic-scale dissipation at contact. Important next steps are to examine how tip functionalization could be used to further control dissipated energy and to study other surfaces where we would expect differences in chain formation probability 3 preliminary studies on the Cu(111) surface show similar features, but with a significant increase in chain length.
